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tion to the three soldiers. Life is good.

I’ve become the “Gun-leather Guru” here at
Camp Eggers. That has everyone coming to me for
holsters. I have given eight away to fellow soldiers
and I am seeing a growing interest in gun leather
that transcends the notion that a holster is simply
a holder in which to carry the pistol around. The
latest gun-leather issue here was a debate about
the safety of horizontal shoulder holsters and the
fact that people walking behind you can see the
muzzle of the holstered pistol. After condemning
these holsters, the issue was resolved by unload-
ing the pistols and not walking behind folks who
are wearing
horizontal
holsters.
This sounds
like a
debate in
the IDPA.
The
absolute
stand that
only hip
holsters are
allowed in
IDPA com-
petitions is
well
grounded.
Guns are
rarely con-
cealed here.

There is
little to do
with your
free time
here in Kabul – we are restricted to the com-
pound for reasons of safety. The two highlights
of my day have become reading (never a bad
pastime) and I’m back in the gym banging
plates. I’ll never make the cover of a muscle
magazine (I bet most of those boys don’t own
any guns either), but I am bulking up a bit and
getting stronger. When you are as old as me,
and you stop lifting, even for a good reason like
healing, the road back is long and painful. It’s
important to remember two old Ranger saws: 1)
Pain is weakness leaving the body, and 2) The
value is in the suffering. These cultural values
and the fact that an ego is a terrible thing to give
to a 50-year-old man, drive me to the gym.

I have been enrolled in the K.X. Lissner
School of Chin Ups. K.X. Lissner is a Colonel of
Marines and a chin-up-ing machine. I receive a
lesson in humility and strength management
every other day. I can hold my own in the
weight room, but remain “stick boy” on the
chin-up bar. This is slow work. My expectation
is to improve by one chin up a week – I fear this
is a bold expectation. It gets us out of the office
and is an excellent diversion from work.

When you are deployed far from home,
visions of new guns dance in your head. The
internet, gun magazines and catalogs feed this
baseless need. Surrounded by guns everyday and
yet the vision of a new gun never seems to leave
your head. Now, we all need a gun or two, want
some guns and covet a very special gun. It’s true
and all of you know it. There’s a rifle, pistol or
shotgun out there that you lust for, but will not
buy because of cost or availability. If you consid-
er the things that are generally coveted, most will
get you in trouble. But a gun is different, and
longer you covet it, the sweeter the acquisition. I

have long
coveted a
Sharps
Rifle. Oh,
what a fine
piece of
long-range
shooting
machinery;
a real live
American
Buffalo
rifle. My
wife –
much to my
surprise –
let me buy
one last
year for
Christmas:
a C. Sharps
Model
1875 with
some bells

and whistles in .45-70. It’s the most beautiful rifle
I have ever held. The boys at C. Sharps built me
the mother of all rifles. Alas, the sirens have been
singing in my head and I feel the need to a
Model 1874 in .40-70. If you’re not a Sharps guy,
I just spent $2000, and that’s a short estimate (i.e.
the number I would quote my wife). The reason
for the caliber change is simple: a Sharps rifle
should have a cartridge with a long case. The .45-
70 is 2.1 inches long and the .40-70 Straight
Sharps case is 2.5 inches long. Not wishing to
make this event easy, I’m insistent that my wife
buy this rifle for me. I’ve schooled her on the
three rifles C. Sharps makes: Models 1874, 1875,
and 1885. I’m currently leaving tips like the C.
Sharps phone number in e-mails, or Model 1874
in letters home. I can not direct this, only shape
the battlefield. If she doesn’t buy it for me, alas, I
will not buy it for myself, because I already own
a Sharps rifle and don’t need another one. It is
nice to daydream and shop in the Sharps catalog
though. I’m keeping my fingers crossed on this
deal; it might even work out. There’s considerable
value added for me while I’m here, because this
qualifies as “something to do.”

LOCAL MILITIA. THESE ARE SOME OF THE GOOD
GUYS - CAN YOU TELL THE DIFFERENCE?
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